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Debt

I have way too much debt and trying to get it under control, unfortunately my credit kinda sucks right
now to get a loan to get it all consolidated.

Got something in the mail from Simple Path Financial based out of Irvine, CA, decided to apply and give
it a whirl. This is what they came back with:

“Underwriting has confirmed you are approved and qualified for a non-credit based consolidation
option. 
Commonly referred to as the Federal Trade Commission Compliant Debt Resolution Program, this
complies 100% with the strict rules dictated by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and is overseen by
the American Fair Credit Council (AFCC) for consumer protection and streamlined cooperation with
creditors. As of the most recent quarterly reporting, there is over $6.2 Billion in consumer debt currently
under management with over 756,500 consumers enrolled .

This plan consolidates debts into one much more affordable monthly payment and all future interest is
eliminated entirely. Once the compounding interest is eliminated, debts can be paid off in an average of
3.5 years (versus 30+ years under the clients existing terms).

Most importantly, this program helps consumers avoid the long-term catastrophic effects of more
extreme consolidation options such as Consumer Credit Counseling Services and/or Chapter 7 or 13
Bankruptcy filings. The program itself is NOT reported to credit bureaus so all reporting will show you
paid the debts and not a 3rd party. 
As outstanding balances are paid down and the utilization rate decreases on the client's credit report,
the FICO score and the client's credit worthiness rapidly improve so that traditional lending is more
attainable in the near future.”

Is this even a thing? My GoogleFu is coming up dry but also I’m at work right now. Apparently it’d take
not quite $100 off my monthly payments and have everything paid off in about 4 years, which seems
kinda crazy to me. Anyone have expertise on how legit this may or may not be?
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EthanWeber 3 points · 5 months ago

https://www.bbb.org/sdoc/business-reviews/financial-services/simple-path-financial-llc-in-
irvine-ca-172017881

They have a good rating on the Better Business Bureau, so they seem legit. Might be worth
trying.

 Reply Share Report Save

sbta17 1 point · 5 months ago

Did see that. Thank you.

 Reply Share Report Save

ihave0billion 2 points · 5 months ago

I did freedom Debt relief. So glad I did. But sorry not simple path. If you get negative feedback,
try FDR.

 Reply Share Report Save

sbta17 1 point · 5 months ago

What does FDR do? Is it a similar type of program or is it more of a loan?

 Reply Share Report Save

ihave0billion 2 points · 5 months ago

I deposited my money into another account and they negotiated settlements. After
almost a year they started some new program and since I was on time with all my
payments I ended up consolidating with a loan through their sister company. I only did
that because my job requires good credit and I was coming up for reevaluation.

 Reply Share Report Save

sbta17 1 point · 5 months ago

Ok, that sounds along the lines of what SPF does, so from your experience it sounds
legit. Did you not pay your creditors for an initial time period (like 30 to 90 days) while
the account got set up? SPF mentioned they work as an offshoot of FOR but I have not
yet independently confirmed that

 Reply Share Report Save

ihave0billion 2 points · 5 months ago

I was told that basically your credit is going to tank as they save up enough money
for your first few settlements. And that’s exactly what happened so when I was
offered the chance to consolidate I had to take it because of my job

 Reply Share Report Save

sbta17 1 point · 5 months ago

How bad of a tank and how quick a recovery once consolidated? And did you
get calls, letters, notices, etc as creditors were awaiting payment?
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 Reply Share Report Save

ihave0billion 2 points · 5 months ago

Score dropped down to low 500s. But , I wasn’t doing much better at the
time. It’s a year and a half later, and I’m at 650. I was close to 700, but I just
bought a house and I noticed a drop soon after.

I did get harassed. But I changed my contact info (phone, address) to FDR as
they instructed me to. Also, any debts enrolled were covered by their legal
team, s I wasn’t worried. My job was the only aspect I was sweating.

 Reply Share Report Save

sbta17 1 point · 5 months ago

Thanks for sharing your experience. Feeling more confident about the
process and may opt for FDR over SPF.

 Reply Share Report Save

Vinlock 1 point · 3 months ago

I found out that Simple Path just represents FDR. If you don't make anything over your
payments. Then you might want to just call a Debt Attorney. Great Western Debt Attorneys
are extremely helpful, a family member used them and this year they will be all paid up and
good to go. I decided myself to just create a plan to pay it all down. It's from multiple
sources so I can eliminate them one by one monthly luckily.

 Reply Share Report Save

pizzleberry 1 point · 5 months ago

Hey, any more info on this? I got an offer from simple path as well, a debt resolution program
that'll bring my payments from 1700 to 1000 for 48 months. Is it legit?

 Reply Share Report Save

sbta17 2 points · 5 months ago

I ended up going thru FDR. Comparable set up and program, felt more comfortable with
them

 Reply Share Report Save

NoPantsLife 1 point · 3 months ago

How has your experience been so far?

 Reply Share Report Save

sbta17 1 point · 3 months ago

Sorry this is account I do not check often. So far it is okay. Been making the deposits
and not paying creditors. It feels uncomfortable. It helps I changed all my contact info
to FDR so I get few calls or mail, but still the occasional email. Credit score dipping but
I'm trying to trust the process and realize this is only a part of financial overhaul. No
settlement offers yet but that is not unexpected

 Reply Share Report Save
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cgrabowski 1 point · 7 days ago

I am considering doing the same exact thing... can you provide me an update on
the progress?

 Reply Share Report Save

osk23mm 1 point · 4 months ago

I have a question about this, when approved for loan do they verify that you paid off your debts
or how does this work? Just wondering if I wanted to use money for something else?.

 Reply Share Report Save

MrIantoJones 2 points · 2 months ago

If I am reading this right, they don't give you a loan. They have you stop paying the creditors
and pay them instead for several months, and this terrifies your creditors that you will
default. Then they negotiate with your creditors to accept a smaller amount (and freeze fees
and interest), in lieu of not getting anything at all.

Some creditors notoriously won't "deal", for others this works, and for yet others, you could
call them yourself to set up a plan with lower interest and a closed card (I think both
Discover and Capital One do this, but YMMV)

For a lot of information on options, and some very good advice, go to the forums on myfico
dot com. A LOT of people there have been where you are, and solved it - they want to help.

 Reply Share Report Save

osk23mm 1 point · 14 days ago

Thank you for advice I really appreciate

 Reply Share Report Save

AnotherPint 0 points · 5 months ago

Debt consolidation loans are certainly legit. (They lower your interest rate and get your card /
medical / etc. debt paid off faster and in disciplined fashion, so it's not "kinda crazy" at all.) I
don't know how legit Simple Path Financial is (never heard of them), but your Google-Fu needs
work, because here's the website:

https://simplepathfinancial.com/

Read the fine print at bottom of page. In most states Simple Path merely acts as broker /
referrer and hands you off to an agent of operative of Kuber Financial LLC or another third
party lender, so who knows who you'll end of dealing with.

If you want a known, legit, direct provider, try Discover.

 Reply Share Report Save
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